WORKSHOP PROPOSAL

“COVER LETTER”

Submitted by: -

E2MATRIX
(An ISO 9001:2008 Certified Company)

“Join hands for long relations because trust matter”
The Concerned Authorities  

Subject: Workshop Proposal

Sir/Madam,

On behalf of the “E2MATRIX” Punjab, The Technical Department, would like to conduct a workshop in your prestigious institution. It will be open to all the interested students of your institution.

In the workshop, students will get awareness about the latest technologies and corporate techniques prevailing in the corporate world. Along with technical stuff and workshop on Various tools like MATLAB, NS2, NS3, Cloudsim, Tanner and technologies like Image Processing, Signal Processing, Communication System, Simulink, Data Mining, Vanet, Manet, Network Security, Cloud Computing, VLSI, Opencv, Robotics, Python. we will also provide tips to the students on “Interview skills”.

During the workshop, the developers of the company will discuss day to day programming logics they face during the applications development. The workshop will be highly interactive and will promote new technologies.

I hope this workshop will benefit the students of your institution and enable them to stand up high in the corporate world. An early reply would be much appreciated.

Thanking you,

E2MATRIX, Opp. Phagwara bus Stand,  
Alongside Axis Bank, Parmar complex, Phagwara.
97793-63902, 90412-62727
http://www.e2matrix.com
WORKSHOP CONDUCTION:

First of all, in workshop, A wealth of knowledge usually, presented by many speakers at one time in one place, which, in turn, provides a lot of "learning" at one clip, with most material compressed into two or three days' worth of time. And E2MATRIX is always dedicated for conducting workshop in advanced and latest fields.

Mission and Objectives (including benefits to participants and University)

During this workshop participant will:

- broaden their definition of technology
- get an overview of the chosen topic
- learn about practical implementations and real job like scenarios
- How to work in a project team

Our mission is following a philosophy of continuous process improvement. Equate customer’s success with our team. We believe that people and technologies are the key to success and high quality innovative and reliable software delivered on time. To prepare the students to fight the world and script it in their way and get out the hidden talents.

Eligibility criteria of participants:

Open to all.
E2MATRIX Education:

E2MATRIX Education mainly deals in Engineers Training Programs in latest technologies for Engineering faculty, students, corporate and other professionals. Some of the major technologies offered for training are MATLAB, HFSS and NS2. Other than these .NET, VHDL, Embedded System, Advance Embedded System, CATIA, JAVA, Verilog HDL, Linux, AutoCAD, PCB & Circuit Designing, and Personality & Entrepreneurship Development.

E2MATRIX Consultancy:

E2MATRIX Consultancy helps to provide jobs for different fields faculty and professionals. Initially, E2MATRIX consultancy was started to provide jobs to E2MATRIX Certified faculty, who will be turned technologically strong by E2MATRIX, as well as placed by E2MATRIX Consultancy. Hence the fresher trained by us are well absorbed in companies.

E2MATRIX Development:

E2MATRIX development deals in software as well as embedded production development. In software domains, it also offers customized software products, web development, web hosting, search engine optimization and other related products. In embedded domain, E2MATRIX has developed a number of solutions like moving message displays, token display systems for private as well as government organizations.

E2MATRIX Experts:

All experts in E2MATRIX are highly qualified with good experience in the specialized technology like MATLAB, HFSS, NS2, JAVA, .NET, AUTOCAD/CATIA, ANDROID, and EMBEDDED SYSTEMS.
E2MATRIX Club:

E2MATRIX has two types of clubs-professional club and faculty club. In professional club, we have the professionals which are supporting the enhancement of E2MATRIX and are working really hard for the association. E2MATRIX faculty club is a group of faculty which is also the part of E2MATRIX. These faculty members are given opportunity to present their papers on a particular research work or the project in the workshop, and these papers will be published on our website. Unique selected projects will be supported and sponsored in the national and international workshop for paper presentation and publishing.

E2MATRIX Placement Consultancy Services Offered to Clients:

E2MATRIX has invited a number of big corporates for the placement of E2MATRIX Certified Faculty as well giving placement consultancy to companies for providing them trained candidates.

SERVICES:

1. Workshop Room equipped with the LCD Projector.
1. During Workshop the advancements regarding all the above mentioned technologies will be discussed.
2. E2MATRIX will take responsibility of the query handling. Also, we will provide the maximum possible help regarding any technology.
Charges and Time Duration for each workshop based on different Technologies

1-DAY TO 3-DAYS WORKSHOPS

1 – Day Workshop: 200/- per Student
2- Days Workshop: 300/- per Student
3- Days Workshop: 500/- per Student

(Charges may vary according to technology)

TIME DURATION

4 hours per day.
OUR PREVIOUS ORGANIZED WORKSHOPS cum SEMINARS

1. Shaheed Bhagat Singh State Technical Campus, Ferozepur, Punjab
2. Ferozepur College of Engineering and Technology, Ferozepur, Punjab
3. Adesh Institute of Engineering and Technology (AIET), Faridkot
4. Desh Bhagat University, Mandi Gobindgarh, Punjab
5. CT College, Shahpur, Jalandhar, Punjab
6. Guest Lecture at LPU
7. IICPT, Thanjavur Tamil Nadu
8. Sri Ramakrishna Engineering College, Coimbatore, Tamil Nadu
9. AdveTech, Coimbatore, Tamil Nadu
10. Innovation RnD
11. LE2I Labs, Europe
12. University of Burgundy, France
## CONTACT US:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>E2MATRIX</strong></th>
<th><strong>BRANCH OFFICE: MOHALI</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Opp. Phagwara bus Stand, Alongside Axis Bank, Parmar Complex, Phagwara. 97793-63902, 90412-62727  
E-mail: support@e2matrix.com  
Website: www.e2matrix.com | SCF 66, top floor above Samsung Showroom, 3B2 Mohali. 90415-01501  
E-mail: chdsupport@e2matrix.com  
Website: www.e2matrix.com |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>BRANCH OFFICE: KHANNA</strong></th>
<th><strong>BRANCH OFFICE: FEROZPUR</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| SCF: 32, FIRST FLOOR, naropam nagar, Samadhi road, KHANNA. 93177-70086  
E-mail: khanna@e2matrix.com  
Website: www.e2matrix.com | 2nd floor, Azad telecom, Near Udham Singh chowk landmark, hotel international, Ferozepur city. 99888-52633  
E-mail: ferozpur@e2matrix.com  
Website: www.e2matrix.com |